G2 Web Services Uses DomainTools to Help Thwart Payment Fraud and Prevent Illegal Transactions

Business Challenge
In the movie *Catch Me if You Can*, Frank Abagnale Jr’s character masters the art of deceit by harnessing the trust society has in accredited financial institutions in order to commit fraud. Although checks are no longer a universally accepted method of payment, a common practice in the ecommerce world is for merchants to pose as a legitimate business while at the same time selling unlawful goods and services.

One DomainTools customer, G2 Web Services, is on the front lines of fighting payment fraud and transaction laundering for banks and merchants. A provider of merchant risk intelligence solutions for acquirers, commercial banks and their value chain partners, G2 supports close to 60 percent of global merchant outlets. At this scale, their team of analysts pore over threat intelligence data to uncover merchants selling illicit goods while posing as legal businesses. These criminals selling “mal content” can be difficult to detect, as they often utilize a variety of legitimate merchants to funnel transactions for the illegal ones. G2 must identify networks or make connections between transaction laundering ‘pairs,’ before they can dig deeper and verify whether fraud has occurred.

G2 Web Services

**CUSTOMER PROFILE**
Provider of merchant risk intelligence solutions for acquirers, commercial banks and their value chain partners.

**BUSINESS OBJECTIVE**
Identify connections between questionable websites and “front” merchants to catch and stop transaction laundering and payment fraud.

**DOMAINTOOLS SOLUTION**
G2 Web Services relies on a variety of DomainTools products including Iris Investigate, Brand Monitor, Registrant Monitor, Whois, Reverse Whois, Reverse IP, IP History, and API Integration.

**BUSINESS OUTCOMES**
Valuable component of G2’s transaction laundering detection service, which provides tens of thousands of dollars of savings for G2 clients and accurately and quickly verify connections between transactional laundering ‘pairs’ helping the team to further investigate suspected fraud.
Approach

Using a variety of products from DomainTools, including the Iris Investigate UI and the domain information it provides, G2 analysts work to build out the network of entities related to a suspect website and confirm connections where fraud may be taking place. When the company launched its transaction laundering detection program in 2015, it became evident early on that domain registrant information would be critical to making these connections. DomainTools stood out as the most accurate and comprehensive among the domain databases G2 evaluated, and early on was built into the workflows behind this service offering.

G2 analysts use data in Iris Investigate to map relationships between certain suspicious websites every day. One recent matter was particularly challenging because the websites had privacy protected registrant information, making it difficult to confirm transaction laundering, even after initial connections were found. Searching in Iris Investigate, the team found that two of the sites shared security infrastructure and one of these sites matched the merchant data that appeared for transactions from the suspected website. From this information, the team was able to make the associations they needed to prove a laundering relationship existed.

“G2 is also leveraging the DomainTools API integration in another of our service offerings. Our team can leverage information from DomainTools to run an instant check for connections between new merchants being on-boarded by our clients and any known bad actors.”

- Brandon Megrath, Product Manager, G2 Web Services

Results

By identifying and stopping even one instance of this type of fraud, G2 is saving its clients upwards of $25,000. DomainTools supports this effort with domain information that helps validate the team’s identification of connections and conviction that they have discovered a transactional laundering relationship.

“Our business has grown from one client in 2015 to more than 200 today. DomainTools has become a trusted partner, supporting us in that growth and improving our ability to make accurate connections to verify fraudulent activity and save our clients money. DomainTools has also provided valuable hands-on training and education on its products, to help our analysts constantly improve efficiency, which in turn further strengthens client service and helps us scale.”

- Nortz

Beyond providing the critical domain-based information G2 needs to thwart transaction laundering, DomainTools Iris Investigate has also helped make the work more enjoyable for the analysts. Working on these types of investigations day in and day out can become monotonous, and Iris Investigate provides an engaging way for the team to work with cutting edge technology, allowing them to work smarter and get more satisfaction out of their jobs.
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